
 

The Elements of Total 
Cost of Ownership 
 
A comprehensive TCO 
analysis should include these
key elements: 
 

• Solution acquisition 
costs 

• Implementation costs 
• Production support/IT 

operations 
• Business unit/user-

related costs 
 
Based on the scenario 
illustrated in this analysis, an 
organization selecting the 
Business Objects BI platform 
over Cognos may realize 
roughly $700,000 in savings 
over three years, or roughly 
30% lower TCO. 
 
The primary driver for these 
savings lies in the fact that 
the Cognos deployment 
requires two architecturally 
and functionally separate 
platforms to support query, 
analysis, and end-user 
reporting. This leads to 
higher costs throughout the 
deployment lifecycle. 
 
The reality is that Cognos 
only just began a major 
architecture redesign—from 
a dated client software-
centric architecture to a web-
based architecture. 
Regardless of what Cognos 
tells prospective customers, 
managing both of these 
disparate systems will entail 
a premium in the short term 
and a potentially costly 
migration as the company 
supplants its existing 
architecture. 
Total Cost of Ownership 29% Less with Business Objects over Cognos 
To evaluate the total cost of ownership (TCO) for a business intelligence (BI) deployment, 
you need to assess the full spectrum of costs incurred over the lifecycle of a given project. 
The initial purchase cost, one that by nature gets the lion’s share of attention, is only one 
of the many factors that you have to incorporate into a thorough cost analysis. You must 
also consider the costs related to the integration of the vendor’s product offerings. As this 
analysis will demonstrate, Business Objects—with its integrated offering for query, 
analysis and end-user reporting—provides organizations a much better long-term cost of 
ownership than the equivalent Cognos deployment, which requires two different 
platforms, Cognos Series 7 and the newly launched ReportNet. For Cognos customers, the 
resulting need to acquire, implement, and maintain two distinct platforms leads to a 
cumulative cost snowball effect throughout the ownership lifecycle. 
 
Crimson Consulting Group has defined a common scenario for a BI deployment and 
compared the initial and recurring costs based on comparable deployments of Business 
Objects versus Cognos. The deployment focuses on a common BI functionality profile—
query, analysis, and reporting. This scenario is based on a deployment for an electronics 
manufacturer that needs to provide a community of 1,000 employees and distributors 
with real-time access to business critical data for improved decision-making. The 
manufacturer seeks to transition from an outdated Excel and Access reporting 
infrastructure. The planned solution provides: 1) distributors throughout the world access 
to current and past shipment, order, and payment information; 2) sales executives in 
remote locations access to run rate and status reports; 3) business development managers 
access and the ability to fine-tune reports that would enable them to measure distributor 
productivity, profitability, and performance; and 4) various marketing functions access to 
analytical capabilities to uncover trends and research pricing, costing, and other metrics.  
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TC O  C om parison: Annual C osts
(over three years)

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Total
Business Objects (BOBJ) $897,262 $350,875 $446,071 $1,694,208
Cognos (COGN) $1,222,594 $521,142 $653,794 $2,397,529

Business Objects Advantage $325,332 $170,267 $207,723 $703,321
% Savings as Compared to Cognos 27% 33% 32% 29%

 
 
 
Over a three-year time period, this electronics manufacturer can save over $700,000 by selecting 
Business Objects over Cognos for query, analysis and reporting for 1,000 initial users. 
Total Cost of Ownership 
Advantages of Business Objects 
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The TCO Advantages of Business Objects over Cognos 
ANALYSIS PROVIDED BY: 
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 Key Cost Driver Categories BOBJ* COGN* BOBJ Savings %
 Acquisition Costs $995,277 $1,101,696 $106,419 10%
 Implementation Costs $201,014 $265,582 $64,568 24%
 Production/IT Operations Costs $206,737 $522,584 $315,847 60%
 Business Unit/End User Costs $65,438 $176,578 $111,140 63%

Totals (based on present values) $1,468,465 $2,066,440 $597,975 29%
    
 *Cost estimates are based on Present Value and based over three years 
Acquisition Costs 
Acquisition costs include the BI vendor software licensing fees, any third-party licensing fees, and the required 
hardware to support the deployment. Vendor maintenance contracts are also included in this fee because in nearly all 
cases they are negotiated as part of the acquisition, even though the payments are spread out over time. The 
acquisition costs for this scenario are based on an in-house deployment with a perpetual use license. It is assumed that 
all hardware required for the deployment will have to be purchased. Based on list pricing for software and estimated 
street pricing for hardware, vendor discounting was factored in for both vendors, as is described in the detailed 
assumptions. In this case, Business Objects shows a moderate cost advantage (10% lower than Cognos over three 
years) due to slightly lower software costs (4% lower), lower hardware requirements (50% lower), and lower 
maintenance fees (15% lower). 
 
Implementation Costs 
This analysis captures the required implementation costs for the defined scenario. These costs include those items that 
allow an end user to go from acquisition of the software to a production deployment and include: a) installation and 
initial configuration; b) internal admin staff training; c) creation of semantic layers and cubes; d) setting up the initial 
access controls; e) initial (base) report creation; and f) report integration. The TCO model assumes that the vendor 
professional service (or SI partner) organization perform elements a), c), and e) and that the internal customer staff 
perform the remainder. 
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Understanding the Elements of Total Cost of Ownership 
Crimson Consulting Group identified the most common elements that comprise an organization’s investment for BI 
throughout the lifecycle of a deployment. These elements include system acquisition costs (hardware, licensing, and 
maintenance fees), implementation costs, production systems/IT operations costs, and key business unit/end user-
based costs. Based on a comprehensive TCO model, which uses common scenario data to calculate costs for each 
vendor, the breakdown of cost elements over three years is: 



The TCO Advantages of Business Objects over Cognos 
ANALYSIS PROVIDED BY: 
For many detailed cost elements, costs for Cognos could be 1.5 to two times the cost of the Business Objects 
implementation, primarily due to the separate platforms that need to be installed, configured, and integrated for the 
reporting system to interact with the more detailed query and analysis capabilities. Not included in the analysis are 
costs that are not necessarily dependent on the vendor offerings, such as strategic planning or business process 
reengineering. Not surprisingly, the overall Business Objects implementation costs are nearly a quarter less (or 
$65,000) than the Cognos deployment primarily due to implementing a single integrated platform versus two non-
integrated platforms. Secondly, the cube architecture inherent to PowerPlay adds costs that the Business Objects 
Universe environment does not require. 
 
Production Systems/IT Operations Costs 
Integral to analysis of TCO is the cost to administer and maintain the BI system over the long term, particularly as 
changes are introduced that result from organizational or functional requirement changes. The key elements of cost 
during this phase are: a) costs for report changes; b) changes to security/access control; and c) server/database 
administration. Four primary factors contribute to the higher costs (two to three times) incurred in the Cognos 
environment: 1) the requirement to maintain two separate platforms consisting of at least five separate administrative 
components; 2) additional hardware requirements based on two platforms and a non-integrated architecture; 3) the 
number of places where security data needs to be manually propagated (e.g., security touchpoints); and 4) the process 
of rebuilding cubes based on changes to access control or report changes. Business Objects provides integrated 
reporting, query, and analysis such that changes in one interface are automatically propagated throughout the system. 
The result is at least 60% lower costs over three years and nearly $150,000 per year thereafter.  
 
Business Unit/End User-Based Costs 
Some costs of a system deployment are attributed to the business unit or end-user community, as a BI deployment is 
rolled out over time to various user groups--with user training as a key cost driver. The assumption in this scenario 
included a 75% user rollout in year one and the remaining 25% rollout in year two. The training costs were 
dramatically lower (63% over three years) in the Business Objects deployment due to two factors: 1) a single training 
for reporting and analytics; and 2) the BusinessObjects™ Knowledge Accelerator, which provides an economical, best-
practices approach to end-user training. 
 
Detailed Scenario Information 
This TCO analysis is based on a common scenario for an electronics manufacturer with a need to upgrade from an 
outdated MS Excel and Access reporting infrastructure to one that supports more substantial query and analysis 
capabilities. The initial deployment would consist of roughly 1,000 users with the following distribution: 
  

Role Description Users Business Objects 
Product(s) Cognos Product(s)

Distribution channel users (external) who require view-only 
access to historical data reports

Report Recipient: View existing reports - 
no refresh or schedule 300 BusinessObjects Enterprise 

Publisher 
ReportNet Recipient

Sales execs who need access to existing reports, but may 
want to rerun and/or change prompt values

Report Consumer:Additional ability to 
refresh/schedule 300

BusinessObjects Enterprise 
Professional

ReportNet Consumer

Business development users who need access to existing 
reports, but may want to manipulate reports and/or add or 
delete columns

Ad Hoc Users: Additional ability to 
manipulate reports (add/remove 
columns, etc.)

200
BusinessObjects Enterprise 
Professional plus Explorer 

ReportNet Query Studio

Analytical marketing users who need access to existing 
reports and the ability to create new reports

Analytical Users: Additional ability to 
create basic reports and analyze data

200

BusinessObjects Enterprise 
Professional plus 

WebIntelligence / Business 
Objects

ReportNet Query Studio 
and Powerplay

“Power users” to create professional reports Report Developers: Professional report 
creation 10

BusinessObjects Enterprise 
Professional plus 
BusinessObjects

ReportNet Studio

Administrative users who need to create/modify semantic 
layers and modify access control

IT/Admin: Create/modify semantic and 
admin/security 5 BusinessObjects Enterprise 

Professional
ReportNet Modeler & 

Administrator

Users to build and maintain cubes Other: OLAP semantic and build cubes
5

 PowerPlay 
Transformation Server
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 The TCO Advantages of Business Objects over Cognos 
 

 

General Corporate Information General Assumptions (applies to 
both vendors) Cognos Specific Assumptions

Discount Rate (for Present Value Calcs) 10%
Work Days per Year 250
Overhead Factor (Labor Burden Rate) 30%
Average Annual Salary of IT Staff $90,000
Average Annual Salary of Business Unit (BI Users) Staff $75,000

BI Deployment Specific Assumptions (Acquisition)

Average Number of IT Staff Involved in Evaluations 4
Average Effort per Evaluation for IT Staff (Days) 4
Average Number of Business Unit Staff Involved in Evals 8
Average Effort per Evaluation for Business Unit Staff (Days) 2
Total Initial License Purchase (Named Users) 1000
Percentage of Report View Only Users 30%
Percentage of Report Viewers with Refresh/Scheduling 30%
Percentage of Report Viewers/Editors 20%
Percentage of Basic Report Creators 20%
Percentage of Report Creators (Power Users) 1%
Enterprise Deal Software Discount 30% 40%
Annual Software Maintenance/Support Fee % 20% 25%
Annual Software Maintenance/Support Discount % 0% 25%
Annual Hardware Maintenance Fee 15%

BI Deployment Specific Assumptions (Implementation)

Average Length of Deployment (Days) 90
Average Hourly Billing Rate for BI Deployment (Vendor) $180
Total Number of Initial Reports 25
Total Number of Initial Cubes (COGN only) n/a 24
Average Training Course Fee (technical) $1,500
Average Training Course Fee (end user analytics) $90 $500
Average Training Course Fee (end user reporting) $90 $100

BI Deployment Specific Assumptions (Production)

Significant Report Changes (% of total per month) 5%
Users with Significant Role/Access Changes per month (%) 2%
Server Maintenance/Tuning (FTEs per server) 0.25

ANALYSIS PROVIDED BY: 

About Business Objects 
Business Objects is the world's leading provider of 
enterprise BI solutions. Business Objects enables 
organizations to track, understand, and manage enterprise 
performance. The company's solutions leverage the 
information that is stored in an array of corporate 
databases and enterprise resource planning (ERP) and 
customer relationship management (CRM) systems. 

Americas Europe Asia-Pacific  World Wide Web 
Tel: +1 800 527 0580 Tel: +33 1 41 25 21 21 Tel: +65 887 4228 www.businessobjects.com 
The Business Objects product and technology are protected by US patent numbers 5,555,403, 6,247,008, 6,578,027, 6,490,593, and 6,289,352.
The Business Objects logo, WebIntelligence, BusinessQuery, the Business Objects tagline, BusinessObjects, BusinessObjects Broadcast
Agent, Rapid Mart, Set Analyzer, Crystal Analysis, Crystal Enterprise, Crystal Reports, Crystal Applications, Crystal Analysis Holos, and
Crystal Info are trademarks or registered trademarks of Business Objects SA in the United States and/or other countries. Various product
and service names referenced herein may be trademarks of Business Objects SA. All other company, product, or brand names mentioned
herein, may be the trademarks of their respective owners. Specifications subject to change without notice. Not responsible for errors or
omissions. Copyright © 2004 Business Objects SA. All rights reserved. 
Further detailed assumptions used in the TCO analysis are included in the following table. 

Summary of Key Cost Assumptions 
About This Scenario 
The figures illustrated in this analysis are based upon 
secondary and primary research conducted by Business 
Objects and Crimson Consulting Group. The costs are 
based, in part, on the assumptions listed in the sidebar and 
general industry accepted figures. For more information 
regarding the assumptions or calculations, please contact 
Business Objects at +1 800 527 0580. 
 


